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Abstract
Future access to web-based content is likely to be dominated by two trends: (a) increasing amounts of dynamic, personalized content, and (b) a significant growth
in “on-the-move” access using various mobile resourceconstrained devices. These trends point to a situation
where a user would have ubiquitous access to content,
but require that content be efficiently delivered to the
user irrespective of location, and in a form most suited
to the user’s end device. Unfortunately, classical caching
and transcoding solutions do not work well together,
necessitating a new caching architecture built from the
ground-up to handle problems caused by dynamic content, transcoded versions of objects, and the nomadic nature of users. This paper describes the goals and architecture of such a system: CONCA, an architecture for
Consistent Nomadic Content Access.

1

Introduction

Future patterns for web content access are likely to be
dominated by two growing trends. First, there has been
a shift towards dynamically generated content, which is
increasingly personalized to users as exemplified by services such as My Yahoo! [29] and MyCiti.com. Recent studies of proxy cache effectiveness have shown
that dynamic content accounts for over 50% of all requests [40]. A related study of HTTP traces from AT&T
WorldNet Internet service provider has revealed that 30%
of all user requests carry cookies, header elements typically indicating that a request be personalized [2]. The
second trend has been a significant increase in on-themove access to web content using a variety of mobile
resource-constrained devices. The growing popularity of
web-enabled PDAs and cellular phones as well as the explosive growth in Internet startups trying to “mobilize”
web content is a testament towards this trend. Together,
the two trends raise the potential of ubiquitous (anytime,
anywhere) access, but require some way of ensuring that
users have access to content in the most efficient fashion,

irrespective of location and the end-device they might be
currently using.
Well-understood solutions exist in isolation for improving web access latency and coping with device heterogeneity; however, these solutions do not work well with
each other, particularly in light of the above trends.
Caching and content distribution are popular solutions
for the first problem and have the effect of moving content closer to the client. However, these typically do
not work well with dynamically generated and personalized content. In the AT&T study mentioned earlier,
caches can only achieve object hit ratios around 35% and
byte hit ratios around 30% [2]. Transcoding is a popular
solution to resolve server-client mismatches, but is unable to benefit from caching in general, with the result
that clients see larger access times. Furthermore, neither
technique provides particularly good solutions for coping with user mobility: caches are effective only when
there is reuse, which may or may not apply in the user’s
new location, particularly when the latter is geographically and culturally different from the origin location.
Although there does not appear to be any way to resolve the above situation, this outlook is more a reflection of current architectures for caching and transcoding as opposed to a fundamental limitation. In particular the following two observations can be made. First,
despite the dynamically generated and personalized nature of web content, at the underlying level a relatively
large amount of such content can in fact be shared. For
example, even on personalized views of the Yahoo portal
(my.yahoo.com), different users end up sharing the same
news headlines and TV program guides. In fact, a recent
study shows that approximately 75% of the bytes in dynamic responses from a set of popular web sites could in
fact be reused from a previous retrieval of the page [39].
The second observation pertains to user access patterns.
Most users exhibit a relatively static access pattern, often
starting from a set of popular documents and following
the links contained therein. Modern caching and contentdistribution networks already exploit this observation to
some extent, biasing resource management decisions in

favor of “hot” documents.
These two observations suggest a solution to our problem: caching architectures should be designed to reuse
the shared portions of dynamic content, exploiting
knowledge of user content access preferences to efficiently support transcoding and nomadic access (e.g., by
prefetching). However, fully exploiting these observations requires fundamental changes not only in caching
architectures but also in the nature of client requests and
server responses. This paper presents a novel architecture for COnsistent Nomadic Content Access (CONCA),
which attempts to support, from the ground up, caching
of dynamic personalized content for mobile users. Research on CONCA has just begun: this paper presents
the underlying motivation and goals of the architecture
and identifies issues that we intend to focus on as part of
this project.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We identify the key enablers for CONCA in Section 2. Section 3
presents a high-level description of the CONCA architecture, and Section 4 describes a qualitative analysis of
benefits resulting from CONCA-like architectures in the
context of two personalized web portals. Section 5 discuss challenges and outstanding issues, Section 6 surveys
related efforts, and we conclude in Section 7.

2

Enablers: Additional Server-Side and
Client-Side Information

CONCA relies on two key enablers: additional serverside information about content structure, and additional
client-side information about user content preferences.
Fundamental to the CONCA system is the decoupling
between content supplied by a server and that provided a
client: CONCA automatically bridges the semantic gap
between the two by relying upon these additional pieces
of information. Exposing such information, which has
traditionally been kept implicit at the server and client,
enables the CONCA architecture to enhance the effectiveness of proxy caches.

2.1

Server Information: Document Templates

All content supplied by servers in the CONCA architecture is assumed to be associated with a “document template” which defines both the structure and form of the
content. The former refers to layout, the latter to semantics, such as the object type, whether the object is
sharable or personalized, its time-to-live (TTL) characteristics, information about server update protocols, etc.
Figure 1 shows an example of the kind of information
contained in a document template. The original personalized document consists of objects, some of which can
be shared among other users (S1 through S5) and some

which are personalized to a specific user (P1 and P2).
The document template identifies these different kinds of
objects and tags them with additional information such as
their time to live. In the example, the news headline and
TV program objects are reusable across multiple users,
while some of the other objects (stock quotes, regional
weather) are less so. Thus, the document template enables efficient construction of a personalized view of the
document for other users by fetching only those objects
that are unique, reusing to the extent possible the shared
objects already present in the cache (taking into consideration their validity).
We must note that document templates need to refer to
finer-granularity objects than are currently identified using hyperlinks in top-level documents (e.g., the HTML
HREF tag). The latter are already amenable to sharing
using conventional caching architectures. More appropriate for our purpose are sub-document entities such as
HTML frames, tables, paragraphs, etc. Also relevant are
emerging standards such as the XSL Formating Object
specification [20], which could provide an appropriate
language in which to express document templates.

2.2

Client Information: Personal Assistants

To support efficient transcoding from cached objects
and support nomadic users, the CONCA architecture requires additional information from users. This information, captured in a “personal assistant” identifies the
kinds of devices the user has access to, the templates
for each of these devices, transcoding information about
how the original content must be converted for display
on a particular device, and additional information such
as (consistency) linkages between transcoded content
and original objects, etc. These user preferences allow
the CONCA architecture to (a) maintain consistency between an original document and its transcoded versions;
(b) decide how best to realize a user request for content
access taking into consideration the end-device characteristics; and (c) concisely define the notion of a “peruser state” in the cache, allowing efficient reconstruction
of the latter in a different cache to support nomadic users.
Continuing with our example in Figure 1, the information contained in the user’s personal assistant is depicted
on the right. The information describes how the content
must be transcoded and structured for each of the user’s
end devices (in this case, a desktop, a laptop, and a PDA).
Note that similar to the document template, user preferences also contain information about both layout and
form. For example, the template associated with the PDA
device indicates both that the content must consist of four
objects (S2’ through S4’ and P1’), and makes explicit
the linkage between the original objects (S2 through S4
and P1) as well as how the transcoded objects are gener-
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Figure 1. An example of a document template, differentiating between shared and personalized content.
ated (not shown).
We next describe how the CONCA architecture takes advantage of these two pieces of information.

3

CONCA Architecture

Figure 2 shows an overview of the CONCA architecture. CONCA uses a distributed client-side proxy cache
architecture, similar to NSF’s IRcache project [14] and
other recently proposed projects [43, 26]. Such architectures, which are complementary to server-side solutions
such as reverse proxy caches and content delivery networks [23, 8], attempt to reduce network traffic associated with a miss in the local cache; ideally, such schemes
would service the miss from a “near” proxy as opposed
to requesting the object from the original server. In
CONCA, as we shall see below, distributed proxy caches
are the key to providing scalability.
Each CONCA node consists of cache storage and three
modules—remote control unit, local control unit and resource management unit—which manage the node’s interactions with other cache nodes, with users, and internal storage policies respectively. The information described in Section 2 is leveraged by each CONCA node
to provide two broad kinds of support: (a) consistent
caching of dynamic personalized content, even when
some of the content needs to be transcoded prior to delivery to the client; and (b) support for nomadic users, by
enabling efficient recreation of per-user cache state.

3.1 Caching of Dynamic, Transcoded Content
CONCA cache nodes service client requests for dynamic
content, transcoding the latter to suit the client’s end device. Their performance advantage stems from (a) reuse
of shared portions of the dynamically generated content;

and (b) elimination of some of the transcoding operations. In more detail, the cache performs the following six operations in response to a client request: (1)
looks up the personal assistant associated with the user,
(2) according to the description in the personal assistant, figures out what ”device” to transcode content for
and how to perform the transcoding on the content, (3)
examines what shared/personalized objects need to be
fetched (based on what is already present in the cache),
(4) fetches the necessary objects,1 (5) transcodes as required, while storing the intermediate objects, and (6)
constructs the response appropriate for user’s device according to the related templates. These operations depend upon the cache having access to both the document
templates and user personal assistants. The personal assistant associated with the user can be either preloaded
(e.g., when the user registers with its home cache) or
obtained on demand (e.g., from the home cache when
the user moves to a new location). We defer discussion
of the home cache notion to Section 3.2. Similarly, the
cache can have the document templates preloaded or obtain them on demand from either the server itself or from
a third party. Note that dynamically obtaining the template from the server needs modifications in the protocol
between servers and caches.
Figure 3 shows the logical organization of cache storage, which consists of two separate portions: shared and
personalized. The shared portion contains static content
(e.g., objects associated with the URL www.nyu.edu)
and the sharable subset of dynamic content (e.g., the objects S1 through S5 in our previous example associated
with the URL my.yahoo.com). The personalized portion stores the per-user state, both for “home” users as
well as other (nomadic) users who are temporarily us1 Note

that the cache can (and should) prefetch contents that a user
is likely to access, guided by the user’s personal assistant.
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Figure 2. CONCA architecture: distributed proxy caches receive data from multiple server replicas (R).
ing this cache. This consists of (a) the user’s personal
assistant, which contains information about the user’s
profile, devices, and transcoding preferences, (b) downloaded personalized objects (e.g., P1 and P2 from our
earlier example), and (c) (intermediate) transcoded versions of these objects. Note that although the figure
shows transcoded versions of all objects as being stored
in per-user storage, in general we may be able to share
intermediate transcoded versions of the shared objects.
In response to a user request, the cache first looks up
the personal assistant associated with the user to determine the objects of interest, then acquires the missing objects, transcodes them as required, and finally delivers to
the user a document assembled from the various pieces.
Each of these operations—content fetching, transcoding,
and assembly—can be done in an anticipatory fashion
using the information in the document templates and the
personal assistants, further reducing client-perceived latency.
We must note that the reuse of shared objects in CONCA
can save more bandwidth than the delta encoding technique proposed in HTTP/1.1 [31]. For example, if a
shared object is part of many pages at a site, delta encoding will require a separate retrieval for each changed
page, while only one retrieval is required in CONCA.
The CONCA architecture relies on transcoding to cope
with device heterogeneity. However, transcoding raises
a consistency problem in having multiple representations
of the same object. The CONCA architecture ensures
consistency among the various representations by associating a TTL with each transcoded version (which depends upon its creation time and the TTL and creation
time of its root object), and maintaining linkages between an object and its transcoded versions. While this
scheme works, it has the shortcoming that the granularity of consistency is the entire object. Thus, a transcoded
version of an object might get invalidated even when
updates to the object do not affect the transcoded portion. To capture such finer-grained and object-specific
relationships, we plan to leverage the notion of object views [28] developed by the authors in prior work.

Object views permit explicit specification of conflicts
among multiple object representations, permitting efficient maintenance of consistency.

3.2

Support for Nomadic Users

CONCA cache nodes support nomadic users by exploiting the fact that the cache storage conveniently identifies per-user state. This allows the state to be efficiently
recreated on another proxy node that the user is currently
close to. More specifically, each user associates a fixed
proxy cache as his home cache in CONCA, defined as the
cache that maintains his per-user state persistently. The
user has the freedom to any cache as his home cache,
although for performance reasons one might choose the
one closest to the user’s residence. All of the users that
associate a particular cache as their home cache are collectively referred to as home users.
When a user travels away from his home cache, requests
from client applications are routed to whichever cache is
nearest to the user’s current location. We plan to leverage
the Web Proxy Auto-Discovery (WPAD) protocol [7] recently reviewed by IETF to help nomadic users locate
near proxy caches. This new cache contacts the user’s
home cache to obtain information about the state associated with the user. It can then satisfy the user’s requests more efficiently by reusing any locally cached
content and prefetching personalized content from the
user’s home cache. Information about the home cache
can be provided either explicitly, as part of the protocol
employed when connecting to a new cache, or implicitly
by looking up a directory.
Supporting nomadic users introduces two consistency
problems: inter-proxy cache consistency for shared objects (a consequence of the distributed cache architecture), and consistency of personalized objects. Our initial solution to the first problem is to maintain a directory
structure for each shared cache item using the coarse bitvector method [10]: a bit represents a group of neighboring caches. When an invalidation message is received
from the original server or higher-level caches, the invalidation message is sent out to each group of sharers.
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Figure 3. Detailed structure of a CONCA cache node, showing shared and personalized portions of the cache.
We intend employing a home-based eager update protocol to maintain consistency of personalized data between
a user’s temporary cache and his home cache. Eager
update means that the latest version of per-user content
stored in the remote proxy’s temporary cache is sent back
to the user’s home cache either periodically or when the
user explicitly disconnects from the cache. As such, a
strong consistency model is provided for personal content. The underlying assumption with this scheme is
that network transmission is faster than people moving,
which is reasonable.

4

Case Studies

To assess the benefits likely from CONCA-like architectures when accessing dynamic and personalized content
from web sites, we qualitatively examined two representative portal sites: NYUHome and My Yahoo!. The first
is used by the relatively localized New York University
community, while the second caters to geographically
distributed clients who exhibit larger diversity. We are
currently in the process of quantifying the qualitative observations discussed here.

4.1

NYUHome Portal

NYUHome is a portal for information, collaboration,
interaction and communication for all students, faculty
and staff of New York University (NYU), and is being
widely used by the NYU community. Using any web
browser, NYUHome account holders are able to obtain
news and stock information, access their e-mail, register for courses, participate in web forums, access class
pages, research tools, and more. The NYUHome screen
is customizable, and can be personalized by different

users to fit different needs and interests. Figure 4(a)
shows a screen snapshot of the dynamically generated
and personalized NYUHome page. Different resources,
such as news, courses management, reference searches
and/or a schedule of campus events, are provided through
channels, and the user can choose which channels he
wants to display on his screen. Currently NYUHome
supports 20 channels as shown in Figure 4(b).
Among these 20 channels, 9 of the channels are for objects that are sharable by everyone that has selected a
particular channel. These include event listings for the
NYU campus, news headlines, research tools linking to
the NYU library pages, movie listings, sports headlines,
web search interface, and form-based interfaces to the
NYU directory and an instant messaging system. Note
that users can still choose to locate these channels at different positions within their page; however, exposing this
layout information via server-supplied document templates would enable an intermediate CONCA-like cache
architecture to construct responses to user requests by
reusing cached data. Two (2) other channels are made up
of a common sharable part and a personalized part. For
example, the finance channel comprises a portion that
shows headlines from financial newspapers and a second
part that provides information about user-selected stocks.
The document template would identify for this channel,
the part that was shared and the part that was personalized. Two (2) more channels exhibit more diversity in
their object contents but can still be thought of as being sharable in a large user population. For example, the
horoscope channel can be shared among the subset of the
user pool that shares the same zodiac sign.
The remaining 7 channels provided by NYUHome refer to truly personalized objects, such as a user’s Email,

4.2

My Yahoo! Portal

Yahoo! was one of the first sites on the Web to use personalization on a large scale, most notably with its My
Yahoo! (my.yahoo.com) application introduced in July
1996. My Yahoo! is a customized personal copy of Yahoo!. Users can select from hundreds of modules, such
as news, stock prices, weather, and entertainment, and
place them on one or more Web pages. Figure 1(a) shows
an example of a personalized My Yahoo! page of one of
the authors.

(a)

(b)
Figure 4. NYUHome portal: (a) a screen snapshot of
a personalized page, (b) a listing of all 20 channels
whose contents can be personalized by users.

enrolled classes, personal files, personal web page(s), interesting links and forums, messages, and a personal MyHTML channel. Although these personalized channels
cannot be shared among different users, note that their
identification as part of the document template and the
user’s personal assistant permits their prefetching.
The benefits of using a CONCA-like architecture in the
NYUHome context are clear. In addition to the fact
that there is significant reuse of traditionally uncacheable
content, CONCA would also enable efficient consistency
maintenance between the server and the cache. In contrast to treating the entire page as a single consistency
unit, which has the consequence that the page must be
updated every time any of its objects change, CONCA
permits different objects to be updated according to their
individual TTL settings. This has the potential of providing a big performance advantage over the traditional
scheme because objects with longer TTLs (e.g., links to a
user’s courses) need not be refetched everytime an object
with a shorter TTL (e.g., stock information) is updated.

Like the NYUHome portal, My Yahoo! users can benefit from module-level sharing because several user pages
contain general modules sharable in their entirity. For
example, every user (at least those within geographical
proximity) see the same content for channels such as the
“top health news”, “new movie releases”, etc. Unlike
the small-scale NYUHome portal, the My Yahoo! portal
sometimes customizes the context of these general modules based on a user’s location. Such customized content
still lends itself to caching as long as a significant fraction of users using the same proxy cache are subject to
similar customization. As with the NYUHome portal,
truly personalized My Yahoo! modules supporting personal information management such as Email, calender,
and weather information can benefit from prefetching.
However, an important difference between NYUHome
and My Yahoo! is that the latter provides many more
content modules to satisfy the diverse needs of a larger
user base, each of which is associated with a relatively
large number of alternatives. For example, the news
headlines of My Yahoo! can be customized to userselected news sources, such as Reuters and New York
Times, and the channels in the TV listings can choose
from different cable companies, etc. Although it is unlikely that a significant subset of the user population
would have the same module-level personalization for
such channels, there is a high likelihood of being able to
reuse individual items (e.g., the New York Times headlines) among a moderately-large user base. Thus, unlike
channel-level sharing in the NYUHome portal, the My
Yahoo! pages benefit from item-level sharing, requiring that the document templates supplied by the server
identify this hierarchical structure. Note that effective
exploitation of such reuse requires the cache to store
and manage individual items on the page. Whether or
not the overheads of such fine-grained management outweigh potential benefits is one of the issues we intend to
investigate in this project.

5

Challenges and Outstanding Issues

CONCA is a novel architecture which attempts to support, from the ground up, caching of dynamic personal-

ized content for nomadic users. Whether or not an architecture such as CONCA is successful depends on solutions to several concerns, specifically how to obtain document templates and personal assistant information and
how to manage cache node resources so as to achieve an
overall performance benefit. Our research is investigating these issues, discussed in additional detail below.

5.1

5.3

Obtaining Document Templates

As described in Section 2, document templates are essential to caching dynamic and personalized content by
facilitating the reuse of shared objects. We anticipate that
document templates will be obtained in one of two ways.
The first, relies on servers making available information
about document structure that they already possess. Such
CONCA-friendly servers, for example along the lines of
fragment-based publishing systems proposed in [5], may
be willing to share information that they already maintain
internally (at either the XML/XSL level or other similar
forms) to ensure that they continue to exert control over
the content seen by the user. Since the CONCA architecture is primarily concerned with presentation of the final
content to the user, servers do not need to expose any application logic. The second scheme relies on a third party
to infer the document template either via automatic analysis or through human assistance. Several services such
as Avant Go, Spyglass, Yodlee, and EveryPath are already employing a similar strategy to “mobilize” legacy
web content for various devices.

5.2

node takes responsibility for determining how best to
obtain a required type trading off concerns of quality against resource usage. Dynamic creation of such
transcoding paths has recently attracted a fair bit of attention, including in the context of the CANS system [16]
developed by the authors.

Capturing User Content Access Profiles In
Personal Assistants

Logically, CONCA personal assistants capture the following three pieces of information: (1) the information
about the home cache of this user, (2) information about
the kinds of devices the user has access to, the templates
for each of these devices, transcoding information about
how the original content must be converted for display
on a particular device, and (3) additional information
such as (consistency) linkages between transcoded content and original objects, etc.
An important question here is what is the “right” level
at which such information must be expressed? Should
the personal assistants be mobile code that on behalf
of the user explicitly handle sensing the user’s context,
(pre)fetching, cache lookups, transcoding, and constructing the response content, or should they just be highlevel specifications? The latter for instance could specify transcoded forms for various devices at the level
of MIME types (e.g., Text+Image for a laptop versus Text for a PDA), relying upon a preexisting set
of transcoding components (e.g. different ICAP services [19]) to convert one type into another. The cache

Communication versus Computation
Tradeoffs

Transcoding operations are often time consuming, therefore the cache node may sometimes have to decide between (re)transcoding an object locally and fetching the
transcoded object from a neighbor cache, even when the
original version is available locally. Similar issues crop
up in trying to decide between fetching content from a
cache node connected with a slow link that already has
the content in transcoded form, versus fetching it from
a cache node reachable via a faster link but where one
has to spend time transcoding the content. More generally, it is possible to treat the fetch and transcode operations as components along the path, each with their
cost and effect on response time or throughput. Therefore, the tradeoff between computation and communication becomes an optimization problem, with the objective being minimization of response time or maximization of throughput. This problem is very similar to our
earlier work on automatic path creation and reconfiguration in the context of the CANS system [17], where
the goal was to select and map appropriate components
along network-aware access paths.

5.4

Resource Management Issues

Several resource management aspects of the cache node
will end up determining overall performance benefits.
These include questions such as how should the cache
space be divided up between shared and personalized
content, and between home and temporary content, is
it possible to further reuse personalized objects by migrating some of the server-side processing to the caches,
what are the best cache placement/replacement algorithms, and how to efficiently support multiple home
caches.

6

Related Work and Discussion

Our work on CONCA builds on a large body of related
work in the general area of web caching. The interested
reader is referred elsewhere [1, 38] for good surveys of
different technologies. Instead of describing each separately, we group related efforts into four broad categories: commercial, dynamic content generation and delivery, transcoding, and prefetching.
Commercial efforts

Commercial caching and edge

server products, most notably IBM’s WebSphere [9] and
Akamai’s Edgesuite [22] are beginning to incorporate
functionality that can be viewed as necessary infrastructure for CONCA-like architectures. Specifically, both of
these products support use of XML as a means to encode
document semantics in a presentation-independent fashion, combined with tools that convert XML-based documents to formats such as HTML and WML to cope with
device heterogeneity. More recently, these products have
also been extended to enable execution of server application logic on edge servers within a content-distribution
network. Doing so lowers client-perceived latency for
dynamic and personalized content since user requests
are now intercepted by edge servers, which dynamically
assembles appropriate responses instead of being forwarded to origin servers.

based page generation [5], and the class-based page classification scheme used in the Cachuma page caching system [45]. The common thread uniting each of these
mechanisms is that they all maintain dependence information between dynamically generated pages and the underlying data (typically fields in a database). This explicit dependence information enables servers to cache
or incrementally update previously generated dynamic
pages, reducing the cost of generating dynamic content.
maintaining its consistency (at caches). CONCA extends
such server-side work by proposing similar functionality in cache nodes (away from the server) where dependence information not only reduces the cost of maintaining consistency for dynamic content [42] but also facilitates reuse of fragment objects among multiple users to
reduce access costs of personalized content as well.

CONCA builds on the infrastructure provided by such
efforts but differs from them in focusing on orthogonal issues that are currently beyond their scope. First,
unlike the server-oriented focus of the above solutions
(e.g., permitting application logic to be shifted to edge
servers), CONCA focuses on intermediary cache-level
support. This focus is complementary to that adopted by
content distribution networks and is worthwhile pursuing because it provides the advantage that cache policies
can be better tailored to the supported user base. The
encoding of user preferences for prefetching and document layout envisioned in CONCA personal assistants is
an example of this. However, supporting caching of dynamic and personalized content in intermediate caches
requires a well-defined interface for exchanging information between servers and caches that continues to maintain content rights with the server, which is something
that the above efforts have not needed to look at. Second,
CONCA emphasizes the notion of per-user cache state,
using it as the basis for managing sharing and prefetching of personalized content as well as coping with nomadic users. Current commercial products provide little support for this category of users. Finally, CONCA
makes explicit the linkages between multiple transcoded
versions of the same logical object in a cache. This permits us to efficiently maintain consistency among these
versions, and is something that as far as we know is not
supported in either of the products mentioned above.

Researchers have also suggested extending cache-side
functionality to better handle dynamic content generation
and caching. Active Cache proposed by Cao et al. [3] and
more recently the Gemini system proposed by Myers et
al. [33] require web servers to provide both content and
specialized code (applets in Active Cache, Java classes in
Gemini) that can be executed by proxy caches to produce
a new version of a cached document. This mechanism
in effect requires content providers to relinquish control
over part of the application logic, leading one to question
whether such schemes will see widespread use. CONCA
is closer in spirit to two other efforts, which retain control of application logic with the content provider instead
relying upon additional information about the document
structure. Douglis et al. in their HPP work [11] propose
separating a document into a cacheable static portion and
a dynamic portion that must be obtained on every access.
Mikhailov and Wills recently proposed content assembly techniques [30], which enable construction of pages
from individal components cached in proxy caches closer
to users with future access to similar pages being able to
share components from previous ones. In both cases, the
primary goal is to reduce the amount of dynamic content
that must be retrieved from the origin server. CONCA
takes a more general view of such mechanisms, relying
upon richer document templates and user-supplied personal assistants to additionally support personalization,
transcoded content delivery for multiple devices, and nomadic access.

Dynamic content generation and delivery
The
CONCA notion of splitting up a dynamically generated
and personalized document into sharable and personalized components to improve cache effectiveness builds
upon previous work done both at the server-side [4, 5, 45]
and at the cache [3, 11, 30, 39, 33] to enable efficient
generation and delivery of dynamic content.
Representative examples of server-side mechanisms include data update propagation (DUP) [4], fragment-

Transcoding There is a large amount of prior work on
transcoding architectures [15, 18, 32, 35, 41], infrastructures for their effective deployment [16, 24, 34, 36, 37],
and lightweight protocols, such as IETF’s ICAP [19]
and W3C consortium’s SOAP [6]. CONCA intends to
leverage several of the underlying ideas in these works.
However, a notable difference in CONCA is the attempt
to reuse intermediate objects along the transcoding path

and integrate them into caching architectures. The latter is also what distinguishes our work from previous
work on consistency protocols for web caches [21, 27,
42], and on object location and request forwarding services in the context of distributed web caching architectures [12, 14, 26, 43, 44]. CONCA extends current support for transcoded versions in commercial server platforms such as IBM WebSphere by allowing caching and
reuse of transcoded versions as well as providing more
flexible transcoding paths (e.g., those that span multiple
cache nodes).
Prefetching The CONCA architecture also makes extensive use of prefetching, which has been demonstrated
to be an efficient mechanism for reducing web access latency. As noted by several researchers [13], there are
three distinct prefetching scenarios: prefetching between
clients and servers, between clients and proxies, and between proxies and servers [25]. Prefetching in CONCA
can also happen between two caches (proxies) and differs from its traditional use in being driven by the user
context and information about the latter’s content access
preferences as captured in the personal assistant.
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Conclusions and Future Work

This paper has presented a distributed proxy cache architecture called CONCA that provides support for consistent caching of transcoded content to address problems arising from two growing trends: (a) dynamic, personalized nature of content; and (b) web access “onthe-move” using mobile resource-constrained devices.
CONCA reflects our belief that caching architectures
need to be closely integrated with additional information
from servers and users to effectively support future requirements.
To better quantify the benefits resulting from reusing
sharable objects in dynamically generated and personalized content, we intend to instrument active web sites to
collect usage statistics. This information will help drive
the development of a prototype of the CONCA system.
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